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Abstract Smart cities are a popular and recognized research topic. In
urban spaces, the learning factor is an important component for citizens
and local communities. This paper presents a systematic mapping of the
literature on smart city learning, with focus on how technology is used
to enhance smart city learning. The goal is to map the state of the art
and to identify gaps in current research that can prompt new research in
this area.
Articles were collected from various online databases and relevant journal
publications, selected according to defined inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Abstracts were coded based on a number of criteria, including e.g. learning
goal, used technology, and theoretical approach. Following the coding
process results were analyzed to identify themes.
In the paper we shed light on the current understanding of smart city
learning by (i) Identifying common scenarios and learning settings; (ii)
publication patterns; (iii) technical features in the supporting technology;
(iv) learning theories and approaches that are mostly used; and (v)
adopted type of research and research methods.
The mapping shows that the concept of smart city learning is growing
in popularity, with increasing number of publications in this area in the
last years. However, the field is rather fragmented, with very different
understanding of the concept. Smart city learning is also emerging as
a very complex form of learning, with different stakeholders, learning
activities, and technological solutions combined in rich eco-systems. The
mapping also points out two largely unexplored areas of technological
support, namely the Internet of Things (IoT) and the use of city-related
data.
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1

Introduction

The concept of smart-city has been used in many different contexts and is
associated with distinctive and innovative aspects that are often quite different.
Big diversities are observed on the reasons why different cities are defined as
smart.
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This situation is the consequence of the lack of a clear and recognized definition
of smart city.
In attempting to pin down what is smart about the smart city, one finds
that it involve quite a diverse range of things (information technology, business
innovation, governance, communities and sustainability). It can also be suggested
that the label itself often makes certain assumptions about the relationship
between these things, for example regarding consensus and balance [10].
Komninos [14], in his attempt to delineate the intelligent city, (perhaps the
concept most closely related to the smart city), cites four possible meanings:
1. The application of a wide range of electronic and digital applications to
communities and cities.
2. The use of information technology to transform life and work.
3. The meaning of intelligent or smart as embedded information and communication technologies.
4. The spatial territories that bring ICTs and people together to enhance
innovation, learning, knowledge and problem solving.
Overall then, Komninos [14] sees intelligent (smart) cities as “territories
with high capacity for learning and innovation, which is built–in the creativity
of their population, their institutions of knowledge creation, and their digital
infrastructure for communication and knowledge management”.
The adjective “smart” began to gain a increasingly notoriety between 2005
and 2007, when it started to be used to denote a sort of dream-city, i.e. a complex
and optimized environment, or eco-system, where it could be desirable to live.
It appeared immediately clear that the adjective smart was intended to go well
beyond the meaning intelligent and/or to emphasize the use of ICT and digital
technologies [8].
For this reason the authors chose to limit the search to articles published
from 2005.
Smart cities are also a powerful and recognized ecosystem for learning. Smart
city learning aim to support the improvement of all key factors contributing to
the regional competitiveness: mobility, environment, people, quality of life and
governance [10]. The approach is aimed at optimizing resource consumption and
saving time improving flows of people, goods and data1 .
Education in this context is pursued as a bottom-up process, where person
and places are central. Smartness from a learning perspective exists both in the
ambient data collected and among the communities that exists within a city.
The separation between student and teacher fades out. Their role will be
content or situation dependent: everybody will be a learner and the relation
between persons will get a bigger role.
From the learning perspective, smart cities can be seen as an independent
learning actor that behaves like an autonomous entity which adapt itself in an
evolving environment.
1

http://www.mifav.uniroma2.it/inevent/events/sclo/
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Despite this, in this paper we focus on smart cities as a place where citizens
learn smart-behaviors.
This scenario can involve traditional education which happens in facilities like
schools and universities. The goal of this work is instead more oriented towards
lifelong learning, defined as the continuous build of skills to adapt and collaborate
in dynamic ecosystems like smart cities.

2

Motivation and Research Questions

Technology in smart cities is essential and considered as a supporting backbone
[9]. While the role of technology in smart cities has been widely recognized and
addressed, there seems to be no established field of research that connects smart
cities to learning.
This work is motivated by the quest for a clear overview of existing research
related to learning in smart cities.
A systematic mapping, compared to a systematic literature review, helps to
spot holes in the knowledge and to get a broader overview of the topic. Since
the field is rather fragmented, we decided for a mapping instead of focusing on a
specific domain with a literature review.
The methods used and the process followed for the systematic mapping are
described in [17].
2.1

What do we consider as “smart city learning”?

To avoid articles not relevant for the purpose of this work, the authors decided
that the boundaries that define the adopted research scope on smart cities are
dependent by two factors:
– The social perspective, which defines the people affected and should not be
constrained by any particular bound. Every citizen can be involved.
– The urban perspective, which includes the city as an urban space and it is
not confined to any particular facility or environment that can be also found
outside the smart city context.
A significant scenario should include at least one of the two factors. Here are
some examples of scenarios:
1. Technology supported collaboration of students with municipalities to promote participation as a form of learning: providing feedback for urban planning in public areas of the city.
2. Citizens collecting energy consumption data in their house, which is then
aggregated to create a energy consumption map for the whole city. Looking at
the map, citizens can discover interesting patterns and reflect on the margin
of improvement for their houses.
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3. Bikes used for bike sharing services can be instrumented to collect air pollution
and other sensor data. Cyclists around the city can provide a detailed and
constantly updated sensor-map that can stimulate citizens to adopt more
sustainable and efficient mobility patterns.
All the three scenarios proposed are relevant for the smart city learning
research scope defined above.
The first scenario works only within a defined community of citizens, but they
are displaced in the entire urban environment of a smart city.
In the second scenario the space is confined into individual apartments and
houses, but every citizen can be potentially involved. The data is also aggregated
and interpreted at a city-wide level.
The third scenario combine both the social and urban perspective: there is
no specific category of citizens being addressed and the relevant urban space is
located in the city as a whole.
2.2

Research Questions

The research questions addressed are:
– RQ1: Which are the most common scenarios of application, usage settings and
learning contexts within technology-enhanced smart city learning research?
– RQ2: Is there any characteristic publication pattern?
– RQ3: Which kind of features and patterns characterize the technological
applications?
– RQ4: Which learning theories and approaches are most commonly used?
– RQ5: What type of research is performed and which methods are used?

3

Data Sources and Search

3.1

Data Sources

The articles were searched and collected using three different approaches:
1. keyword based search on different online databases
2. manual screening of selected conference proceedings
3. manual screening of selected journals
The following online databases were used for the keyword based search: ISI
Web of Science2 , ACM digital library3 , Elsevier - ScienceDirect4 , Elsevier Scopus5 , IEEE Xplore6 .
The following conference proceedings were searched for relevant articles:
2
3
4
5
6

https://apps.webofknowledge.com/
https://dl.acm.org/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
http://www.scopus.com/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
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CSCW Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing7
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems8
EC-TEL European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning9
AMI International Joint Conference on Ambient Intelligence10
C&T International Conference on Communities and Technologies11

–
–
–
–
–

The following journal issues were searched for relevant articles:
– IJDLDC International Journal of Digital Literacy and Digital Competence
vol. 3 n. 4 - Special Issue on “Smart City Learning, literacy and Competences” 12
– IxD&A Interaction Design and Architecture(s), vol. 16 (part I)13 , vol. 17
(part II)14 - Special Issue on “Smart City Learning - Visions and practical
Implementations: toward Horizon 2020”
3.2

Search and Keywords

The keywords selection process was driven by the PICO framework. PICO helps
to develop a comprehensive set of search keywords for quantitative research
terms according to: Population, Intervention or Exposure (PECO), Comparison,
Outcomes [21].
Initially, keywords for all the sections of the framework were selected, but
the authors decided later on to relax some constraints in order to avoid missing
possible relevant articles. A context section was also added to the schema.
Table 1 shows the PICO(C) structure with associated keywords.
A pilot search was conducted on some of the online databases in order to
refine the keywords and find a search query that could be adapted and used in
all the different online databases.
The final search query used is reported in Table 2.
Different online databases offer different levels of search functionalities and
detail when going to use a complex query that possibly involves several keywords
and fields (title, abstract, etc.).
Some of the difficulties encountered were:
– limit on the number of keywords that can be used;
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

http://cscw.acm.org/
http://chiYYYY.acm.org/
http://www.ec-tel.eu/
http://www.ami-conferences.org/
http://comtech.community/
http://www.igi-global.com/journal/international-journal-digital-literacy-digital/
1170
http://www.mifav.uniroma2.it/inevent/events/idea2010/index.php?s=10&a=10&
link=ToC_16_P
http://www.mifav.uniroma2.it/inevent/events/idea2010/index.php?s=10&a=10&
link=ToC_17_P
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Table 1. PICO(C) Driven Keywords Framing
Population

-

Intervention learning
Comparison Outcome

participation, collaboration, reflection,

Context

cities, smart city, urban, connected city,

awareness
intelligent city, digital city
Table 2. Search Query
(cities OR "smart city" OR urban

Context

OR "connected city" OR "intelligent city"
OR "digital city")
AND

Intervention

("learning")
AND

Outcome

(participation OR collaboration
OR reflection OR awareness)

– limit on the fields where the search can be performed, search on title AND
abstract not always possible;
– no precise and direct control on the target search fields, keywords could be
only searched on a preset aggregation of fields like title, abstract and article
keywords;
– different ways of coding the same logic expression, the same search string
couldn’t be reused on different databases;
– different formats of the result set, in some cases was possible to batchdownload the results, otherwise results were scraped using Zotero15 browser
integration.
The keywords were searched on title and abstract when possible, otherwise
only the abstract was used. In Table 3 the size of the result sets for each online
database is outlined.
The articles collected were imported in a Zotero library, and duplicates were
manually removed. The complete list of selected articles is available as a public
online repository16 .
15
16
17

https://www.zotero.org/
https://github.com/francg/IxD-A_SCL_systematic_mapping_articles
Topic fields include Titles, Abstracts, Keywords and Indexing fields such as Systematics, Taxonomic Terms and Descriptors
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Table 3. Result Set for online databases before duplicates removal
n
field

ISI
938
topic17

ACM
35
abstract

ScienceDirect
162
abstract

Scopus
1022
abstract

IEEE
42
abstract

TOT
2199

Table 4. Final Result Set without duplicates and selected articles for coding
n (no duplicates)
selected

4

Online Databases
1485
43

IJDLDC
5
2

IxD&A
11
9

TOT
1501
54

Screening of Papers

After the search and collection phase, articles meta-data were exported to a
spreadsheet for screening and selection of relevant topics for the study. All the
titles, and if necessary the abstracts, were read to determine which articles to
include in the study.
The PRISMA Statement for Reporting Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
[16] was used to guide and structure the criteria of inclusion/exclusion. More
precisely the authors used report eligibility and study eligibility criteria.
To follow the Report and Study eligibility criteria adopted for this work.
Report Eligibility
1. Publications should be in English;
2. Articles should be published on peer-reviewed journals, international conferences or as book chapters;
3. Year of publication should be between 2005 and 2015;
4. Publications must have an abstract.
Study Eligibility
1. The city perspective must comply with the definition provided in section
2.1: the concept of city as a whole, either in the urban or citizen perspective,
must be present;
2. If the object of research is a single community the study must not be limited
to any urban area in the city or should be related to one of the infrastructure
networks that permeates the city (streets, water and power lines, etc);
3. The learning factor should be present;
4. If the environment is limited to a specific context, there should be no constraints on categories of citizens that are involved or take advantage of the
research;
5. The use of technology should be present and mentioned in the abstract.
The inclusion/exclusion screening was initially performed by both authors
independently on the first 100 articles. On a total of 16 articles there was
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disagreement, and a specific discussion on the abstract was needed to reach a
final decision of inclusion or exclusion.
This process was helpful to discuss, clarify and refine the criteria of inclusion/exclusion.
The following step consisted of another independent screening of 100 articles,
this time the authors disagreed only on 4 articles. This two-step process helped to
ensure that both the authors applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria in the same
way, and allowed for the rest of the articles to be divided between the authors for
the inclusion decision. Each author decided independently for inclusion/exclusion
for the 50% of the remaining articles.
The total number of included articles is 54, while the articles excluded after
title/abstract screening are 1447.
No articles were included from manual search of conference proceedings.

5

Classification and Coding

A first classification structure was drafted and used by one of the authors to code
the first 20 abstracts. The coding of these abstracts and the classification were
then discussed and revised by both authors.
The classification structure was created in Nvivo18 and was organized in two
nested levels.
The authors decided to use an emerging approach when working on the
categories: new elements were dynamically added during the coding process.
The coding process itself consisted in reading the abstract and tagging relevant
chunks of text with one or more categories.
The number of categories that could be correlated to any single publication
was strictly connected with the richness and accuracy of the abstract. More
information-rich and structured abstracts were tagged with more categories than
shorter ones.

6

Results and Findings

RQ1: Scenarios and learning contexts
In Figure 1 the distribution of the encountered scenarios is presented. Most
research is connected to schools and governance. This is confirmed by the fact
that the target population of the studies and/or the community affected by the
learning process are often the students.
Several publications present a scenario where students are involved in the development of an architectural or urban planning project in the city, e.g. [23],[25],[3].
This result can be correlated to the finding that more than 68% of the articles
present the concept of the city as a place where the learning experience happens.
This point of view is quite distinct to the more engaging concept of actively
18

http://www.qsrinternational.com/
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Figure 1. Identified research scenarios.

living the city, learning behaviours and generating knowledge, which can be
considered a lifelong learning experience to improve the quality of urban living.
As an example of this concept, some articles focus on promoting and teaching
environmental-friendly practices like reducing the carbon footprint [6] or reduce
dependence on owned cars to satisfy mobility needs [26].
RQ2: Publication pattern
Research on smart city learning gained approval and popularity quite constantly
during the years. In Figure 2 the number of publications per year is showed. A
relatively important amount of articles dates back to 2005, starting year of the
chosen interval.
From 2006 a general increase in publications can be noted till 2014. The year
2015 was excluded from this statistic since not all research on the topic was yet
published when articles were collected.
Selected articles are almost equally divided between international conference proceeding publications and journals or book chapters. Publications from
international journals is the most numerous category.
RQ3: Application of technology
The technological pattern involved in smart city learning is, most of the times,
connected to supporting the learning process, as visible in Figure 3 where the
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Figure 2. Research publications per year. In dots: fourth order polynomial trendline.

frequency of the identified technological patterns is presented. This means that
technology is used as a tool to support a learning process that remains often
structured as a traditional one. Some of the others applications use technology to
acquire and collect specific information like sensor data or geographical location.
From Figure 4, which gives an overview of technologies used, mobile devices
emerge as the prevailing category. As an example, studies adopt mobile technologies to generate and collect data [18],[1], support language learning or others
school topics and subjects [7] and as supporting technology in situated games in
the city [1],[11].
Online cooperative platforms of various types are also used in many cases: more
precisely e-learning [22],[12] and e-government solutions [27],[4] were mentioned
in more than one article.
RQ4: Learning theories and approaches
Some articles mentioned specific learning theories applied during the study. Gamebased Learning and Situated Learning [2] are the approaches that were reported
more often. Figure 5 pictures which learning theories are mentioned more often
in the studies. It is also worth mentioning that most of the abstracts do not
mention explicitly a specific learning theory.
The articles that use Game-Based Learning methods and serious games [19],
often locate the gameplay in the urban space and make use of mobile devices [11].
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Figure 3. Identified technological patterns.

Figure 6 describes some of the pursued approaches and concepts found in
the abstracts screened. The most referenced ones are connected to various levels
of collaboration and cooperation between stakeholders or within the learning
community (for example among the students). Context awareness and situatedness
are also mentioned in a few articles.
Collaboration is crucial since many articles involve different stakeholders in
the learning process, like universities and technical schools [15], decision maker,
citizens and universities [6] or stakeholders located in different countries [20],[24].

RQ5: Research methods and types of research

Research on smart city learning is often limited to perform a specific problem
investigation. Studies that aim to design a concrete solution or a technological
implementation are less common. This means that technology, although present,
is not exploited for its full potential as a facilitator instrument but rather as a
marginal supporting tool.
Even more rare are studies that make use of IOT, ubiquitous technologies
and custom hardware prototyping.
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Figure 4. Technology use.

7

Discussion

Smart city learning as a multi-faceted concept
As for the concept of smart city, smart city learning is an overloaded concept.
Though the term smart city learning has gained popularity, it seems there is
no general understanding of the concept. As for many other terms, it does not
seem to make sense to aim at a precise definition since its power is in creating an
overlying umbrella.
The complexity of smart city learning
Smart city learning is emerging as a rather complex endeavor, that is challenging
the way we think about technology-enhanced learning. Complexity of smart city
learning is emerging along multiple dimensions.
– Stakeholders. Though most of the research that we have identified is actually
initiated in school context, the learning process generally involves the cooperation of different stakeholders, e.g. public sectors, other citizens, domain
experts. The cooperation of people with different interests and competencies
creates a richer learning space, but at the same time it leads to learning
processes that are more difficult to shape and to coordinate.
– Activities. Most of the examples of smart city learning presented in the
literature include a combination of activities, often bridging formal and
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Figure 5. Learning theories applied in the studies.

informal learning. These might include, for example, data collection and
generation of data in-situ, co-located and distributed processes of sensemaking, participation in complex city processes, like urban planning, and
sharing of knowledge within different communities. All these activities require
different competencies, skills, and assessment criteria.
– Technologies. Smart city learning is often enhanced by different technologies,
either dedicated or general purpose, like for example social media and sharing
platforms. More than large institutional systems, like e.g. dedicated learning
management systems, the field seems to be characterized by a tailored
adoption of multiple lightweight systems. In addition, the success of the
learning experience is relying on the availability of a technical infrastructure
to promote communication.
As a consequence of this complexity we need to re-think our research methods
and design processes to meet the specific challenges of this new domain. Smart
city learning is happening in complex eco-systems that require new theoretical
approaches, multidisciplinary approaches, and new pedagogics. A literacy of
participation needs to be developed.
Unexplored technical opportunities
In the mapping we have identified a number of interesting concepts and technological solutions. However, we have also identified two technical opportunities
that are, somehow unexpectedly, not yet used.
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Figure 6. Pursued approaches and concepts.

– The proposed solutions are mostly relying on mobile technologies, e.g. phones.
Novel interaction modalities, e.g. interactive objects and the Internet of
Things (IoT), are not fully exploited. Some works exploit the possibility to
tag objects with RFID for situated access to information [13]. These works
show how novel technological solutions could be exploited to situate more
learning activities. Novel interaction modalities might also support interaction
with new categories of users, e.g. the elderly.
– Big data, real-time data, small-data. Smart cities are characterized by technical infrastructures that produce rich datasets, e.g. about mobility, energy
consumption, environmental data. The solutions that are currently proposed
in the literature are not fully exploiting the possibilities offered by city-related
data. In the wider research area of Human Computer Interaction, the use of
city data is for example used to increase awareness of environmental issues,
see e.g. [5]. At the same time, research in the area of the quantified-self
is taking advantage of data generated by each individuals to promote e.g.
sustainable behavior. Bringing together the quantified city with the quantified
self might lead to new interesting opportunities for learning, especially in
the area of sustainable behavior. Of course, the use of data, especially big
data, comes with a number of risks and ethical concerns, but investigating
its use for social innovation and learning seems to be a promising area of
future research.
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8

Conclusions

The mapping of the literature was challenging because this is an emerging
field, rather fragmented and characterized by a terminology that has not yet
stabilized. Also, compared with other research fields that have developed more
standardized ways to formulate abstracts, in this field the quality of the abstracts
varies. Consequently, it varies the quality and quantity of information that can
be extracted. Being aware of these challenges, we have combined manual and
automatic searches of the literature to assure the coverage of a significant portion
of relevant literature. We have also carefully analyzed abstracts to extract as
much information as possible.
As part of our future research we aim at performing systematic literature
reviews to shed light on the identified gaps. At the same time, we are also starting
our design activities towards the development of a framework for supporting
design and development of applications for smart city learning.
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